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BRIDAL SHOWER INVITES
Design by: Jillian_Laine (1 Project)
About me: I am a newbie in the Cricut world
but am really ex cited to get started. My best
friend just ask ed m e to be her MO H so I
purchased the E2 along with 2 different wedding
them ed cartridges. W ish m e luck !

Project skill level: easy
Project time: 30 minutes to 1 hour
Project tags: Vintage Wedding Feminine

Modern Classic Trendy Engagement Love Invitations Cards
Naturalist Clean & Simple
I have been asked to be the MOH at my best friends
w edding. I am making the cards for her bridal show er and
have a few different options. Her colors are burlap, grey,
silver, and she w ants to have yellow gerber daisies and
sunflow ers. Here are the different options of cards and I
hope to hear some great feedback and/or advice. I used
tw o different shapes for the actual card; just a standard
5.25x5.25 square that came preloaded on my EXPRESSION
2 and then I used the TIE THE KNOT cartridge under the
card tab & used the favor box plain card. The gow n is w ith
the TIE THE KNOT cartridge as w ell using 3 different layers
and using 3D foam for the top layer to give it a bigger
effect.

CRICUT ®: WHAT WAS USED
Cricut Expression®
Machine with Plantin
SchoolBook and Accent
Essentials®

Cricut® Tie the Knot
Cartridge

STEP 1
Option 1: ivory square card at 5.25 x 5.25 that i colored with a silver pen and a rounded edge square that is half an inch smaller on top. The
back layer of the gown is a mat grey and the middle layer is a pearly white with a glitter top. I added a translucent ivory ribbon and a white
flower on top with some rhinestones added.

OPTION 1 - square w/ a silver backing
and a bow w/ a flower

STEP 2
Option 2: ivory square card at 5.25 x 5.25 and a rounded edge square that is half an inch smaller on top in a damask print. The back layer
of the gown is a mat grey and the middle layer is a pearly white with a glitter top. I added a grey/silver ribbon and pearls on the gown with a
rhinestone flower added to the side.

OPTION 2: square card with a tan damask
and silver/grey bow

STEP 3
Option 3: ivory square card at 5.25 x 5.25 and two rounded edge squares that are half an inch smaller on top - one that is grey and one that
is translucent with white hearts. The back layer of the gown is a mat tan and the middle layer is a pearly white with a glitter top. I added a
translucent ivory ribbon and an ivory flower on top with some rhinestones added around the edges.

OPTION 3: square card with a heart
background and bow with ivory flower

STEP 4
Option 4: grey square card at 5.25 x 5.25 and a rounded edge square that is half an inch smaller on top in a semi translucent glittery fabric
type paper. The back layer of the gown is a mat grey and the middle layer is a pearly white with a glitter top. I added a translucent grey
ribbon and a grey bow on top with some rhinestones added around to the belt.

OPTION 4: square card with a glittery
background and a silver bow

STEP 5
Option 5: ivory card at 4.5 x 6.25 with a half inch smaller top sheet in a semi translucent white stripe. The back layer of the gown is a mat
tan and the middle layer is a pearly white with a glitter top and sticker on the bow. I added a translucent white ribbon with a grey ribbon and
rhinestones on the sides.

OPTION 5: ivory with a silver bow

STEP 6
Option 6: white card at 4.5 x 6.25 with a half inch smaller top sheet in an ivory color. The back layer of the gown is a mat tan and the middle
layer is a pearly white with a glitter top and pearls on the ribbon. This is a lot more basic and just has some rhinestones around the edge.

OPTION 6: simple ivory

STEP 7
Option 7: white card at 4.5 x 6.25 with two half inch smaller top sheets - one in grey and one in a semi translucent grey damask on top. The
back layer of the gown is a mat grey and the middle layer is a pearly white with a glitter top and sticker on the bow. This one is again very
simple with pearls on the edges.

OPTION 7: simple grey damask

STEP 8
Option 8: grey card at 4.5 x 6.25 with a half inch smaller top sheet in a semi translucent white stripe. The back layer of the gown is a mat
tan and the middle layer is a pearly white with a glitter top and sticker on the bow. I added a grey/silver ribbon with a white flower and
rhinestones on the sides.

OPTION 8: ivory stripes with a flower and
grey ribbon
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